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Abstract:
Stripes is Design between the Lines, and it is an authentic design vision of pattern that carries
formation and functional values, stripes continues to give us endless contributions to design
process, it presented different visions of a school that practiced design with awareness and
intelligence through multiple angles, this pattern exchanges the design path all over the world
throughout ages, from historical to postmodern formation. The designer inspired stripes from
nature, from the rippled sand dunes, marble grain and stripes of animals’ world.
It is easy to determine characteristics of a single line, it is stable, dull, quiet, a wavy one
appears jagged, however when grouped together it forms stripes which characterized by
flamboyance and stark vitality, Hence the research problem grow, it is an attempt to answer
the following questions: What are the stripes design capabilities? And is it possible to use
Stripes (design between lines) to find innovative design solutions that achieve formational and
functional values to formulate interior design and furniture?
The research objective was to improve design thought by clarifying the stripes design ability,
the research presented stripes formational and functional values innovative scheme, and its
contributions in the design process, In addition to applying this scheme to an applied model to
find an endless innovative solutions.
This was activated through an analytical approach of design with stripes, with analysis of
some famous designers’ work whose incorporated stripes in their designs like: Karim Rashid,
David Rock, and applied approach, then the results were presented and discussed.
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Research problem:
- Lack of showing the ability of pruning to enrich the design process.
- How can innovative designs be achieved using the plastic and functional values of trims in
the field of furniture design?
Research goal:
- Upgrading the design thought by clarifying the ability of prunings to achieve the system of
fine and functional values.
- The conclusion of an innovative scheme for the system of plastic and functional values of
the contributions of the prunings in the design.
- Applying those plastic and functional values of trims to find innovative design solutions for
furniture.
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Research Importance:
The research adds and shows new formative and functional values stemming from taking
advantage of the ability of repetitive prunings and lines, which contributes to enriching the
design process in general, and interior design and furniture in particular.
Research hypotheses: Prunings in nature carry formative and functional values that can
provide innovative design solutions.
Research limits: The study is limited to simulating the plastic and functional values of
pruning in nature.
Research Methodology:
- Analytical descriptive approach: to highlight the importance and contributions of trims in the
field of design, especially furniture design.
Applied Approach: Applying the research results to furniture design.
Research axes:
1. Design with Stripes (Historical Overview).
2. Value of Stripes Functional.
3. Value of Stripes Formation
4. Analytical study of some models of interior design and modern furniture.
5. Apply the search results to furniture design.

Results:
- The attractiveness of design with trims has continued since primitive times and until now
presents itself in a new way through the ages, and trims have continued to provide design
solutions with the ability to achieve formative and functional values.
- Prunings were found in nature for a functional purpose (constructive, vital and indicative)
and for another aesthetic plastic purpose (regular, random, color and texture).
The research was able to achieve its goal in finding innovative design solutions for furniture
using the plastic and functional values of the trimmings by making a proposed scheme for the
system of plastic and functional values for the contributions of the trimmings in the design.
- (The scheme of the system of plastic and functional values for the contributions of
trimmings in design) contributes to the advancement of design thought due to the multiplicity
of relationships that the designer can select from, to find innovative design solutions in
general.

Recommendations:
- Given the values that the prunings contributed to the design process, it is recommended to
conduct studies on the expressive and symbolic values of the prunings and how to benefit
from them in creating innovative contemporary designs.
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